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Abstract— Facial recognition algorithms should be able to
operate even when similar-looking individuals are encountered,
or even in the extreme case of identical twins. An experimental
data set comprised of 17 486 images from 126 pairs of identical
twins (252 subjects) collected on the same day and 6864 images
from 120 pairs of identical twins (240 subjects) with images taken
a year later was used to measure the performance on seven
different face recognition algorithms. Performance is reported
for variations in illumination, expression, gender, and age for
both the same day and cross-year image sets. Regardless of
the conditions of image acquisition, distinguishing identical twins
are significantly harder than distinguishing subjects who are not
identical twins for all algorithms.

Index Terms— Face and gesture recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION

B IOMETRICS and facial recognition are based on the
assumption that every individual has a unique identity

that is distinguishable from that of others. Algorithms are
designed to differentiate an image of one person from an image
of another person or to confirm if the two images are of the
same person. Identical twins present a challenging scenario
since their facial features are very similar.
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The primary focus of this paper is to assess the performance
of current face recognition algorithms on a dataset containing
face images of identical twins. While other modalities may
be used to differentiate between identical twins; such as
fingerprint or iris; face recognition is non-obtrusive, may
be acquired from a distance, and does not require a fully
cooperative subject.

The use of face recognition in forensic applications is
becoming more and more common, especially because when
other biometric modalities may not be available. Law enforce-
ment and security agencies around the world are using face
recognition to detect fraud and to identify unknown individ-
uals depicted in the act of committing crimes, even when
fingerprints or DNA may not be left behind. Similarly civil
programs, such as driving licensing and passport issuance,
use face recognition to detect duplicate applicants because
the face has long had social acceptance in identity credentials
and because capture equipment is so widely available. When
utilizing such biometric tools, however, it is important that
mis-identifications be avoided to minimize - or eliminate - the
chance of inadvertently implicating an innocent person. The
problem of mis-identification of twins with existing algorithms
is so great, in fact, that some agencies issuing driver licenses
have implemented special procedures to flag potential matches
against twins.

Further, identical twins represent the worst case scenario
for face recognition where two separate subjects have a very
similar appearance. Subjects may have very similar appearance
if one subject is trying to pose as another subject. It is
important to test existing face algorithms on the hardest
recognition cases. If the algorithms can perform sufficiently
well on the hardest problems, then they will be able to solve
the simpler problems as well.

In this paper, seven different anonymous face recognition
algorithms are tested in various conditions. Performance is
measured with respect to four covariates: (i) illumination,
(ii) expression, (iii) gender, and (iv) age. There were two
acquisition sessions that took place one year apart, under
similar conditions. The effect of the four covariates can then
be applied to images taken on the same day and one year
apart to measure the effect of elapsed time on the recognition
of twins. Our results have shown that distinguishing identical
twins is a challenging problem and current face recognition
algorithms have great difficulty in accurately differentiating
between a pair of identical twins. As expected, images of
twins taken one year apart in any condition have the worst
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performance. However, even when images of twins are taken
on the same day minutes apart, the recognition performance
is signficantly worse than the baseline scenario when twins
are not present. Current face recognition algorithms do not
perform well enough on the hardest problems and additional
improvement is needed before algorithms can handle the
toughest problems.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
the related work in biometric recognition between twins.
Section III relates a population without twins to a population
of only twins. Section IV outlines the datasets and algorithms
used, and describes how performance will be analyzed.
Section V presents the experiments and results for images
acquired on the same day. Section VI presents the experiments
and results for images taken a year apart. Last, section VII
discusses the results and presents concluding remarks.

II. BACKGROUND

There is particular interest in using biometrics to distinguish
identical twins. While several algorithms and recognition
systems capable of differentiating between a single set of
twin siblings have been introduced [3], [7], [9], [15], the only
other significant study of biometric recognition of twins is by
Sun et al. [12]. They conducted matching experiments using
the face, iris, and fingerprint modes as well as a fusion of
these modes. The dataset contained images of 134 subjects
(64 pairs of twins and two sets of triplets) collected at the
Annual Festival of Beijing Twins Day. They determined it was
easier to distinguish identical twins using iris or fingerprint
biometrics than using face biometrics. They also concluded
for face biometrics the identical twin impostor distribution
(i.e. the set of scores for a pair of images of identical twin
siblings) was more similar to the match distribution than a
general impostor distribution (i.e. the set of scores for pairs
of images not containing any identical twin siblings). There
has also been work on distinguishing identical twins based
on other biometrics including palmprint [8], fingerprint [6],
iris [5], and speech recognition [1].

The Twins Days dataset used here was first introduced by
Phillips et al. [10], also later discussed by Pruitt et al. [11], and
is available online [13]. In introducing the Twins Days dataset,
Phillips et al. examined a set of covariates and studied the
effects of illumination and expression on differentiating iden-
tical twins. They also compared the identical twin impostor
distribution to the general impostor distribution. Pruitt et al.
later applied a set of algorithms to the dataset and studied the
performance of each algorithm. This paper expands the prior
work of Phillips et al. and Pruitt et al. by considering all values
of a covariate across several algorithms. The effect of elapsed
time between acquisitions on each covariate is also examined.

III. TWINS COMPARED TO NON-TWINS

As originally noted by Sun et al. [12] and confirmed by
Phillips et al. [10], differentiating between identical twins is
harder than differentiating within a general population due to
the overlap in the match and identical twin impostor distri-
butions. The general impostor distribution has little overlap

Fig. 1. Distribution of nonmatch scores for a population with no twins on
the left and for a population of only identical twins on the right.

with the match distribution, while the identical twin impostor
distribution has significant overlap with the match distribution.
An example comparing a general impostor distribution against
an identical twins impostor distribution can be seen in Fig. 1.
In this figure, a similarity score of 1.0 is a perfect match. It is
clear from these distributions that the identical twins impostor
distribution has significantly more non-match pairs with a
higher similarity score than the general impostor distribution.
These non-match pairs with a high similarity score will overlap
with the match pairs and make identification difficult for a face
recognition system.

In order to distinguish between a pair of twins, the two
subjects from a pair of twins will be labeled as Twin A and
Twin B.

IV. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Data

The dataset was collected at the Twins Days festival [14] in
Twinsburg, Ohio in August 2009 and August 2010. The Twins
Days festival is a weekend-long event that draws between
1,500 and 2,000 twin sibling pairs. Attendees range in age
from infants to elderly and represent a variety of ethnic groups
and races. All subjects in the dataset are over the age of
eighteen and Caucasians are the largest single racial group.
All participants in the acquisition sessions were self-identified
identical twins. Example images can be seen in Fig. 3 where
Fig. 3(a) and (b) is Twin A and Fig. 3(a) and (d) is Twin B.

The 2009 acquisition setup included four cameras as shown
in Fig. 2(a). The subjects were instructed to look at the front
camera, then rotate to look at the side camera. Before rotating,
the subject had a neutral expression; after facing the other
camera, they would express a smile. Both cameras would
acquire images at the same time from different angles causing
differences in the sensor and lighting on the face. The same
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Fig. 2. Acquisition setups for 2009 and 2010. (a) 2009 Setup. Frontal images were taken both indoors and outdoors using all four cameras. (b) 2010 Setup.
Frontal images were taken only indoors using a single camera.

Fig. 3. Example frontal images. Images (a) and (b) are of Twin A while
images (c) and (d) are of Twin B.

setup was used both in a tent with controlled lighting and out-
side under ambient light. The 2009 collection acquired 17,486
face stills from 252 subjects (126 pairs of identical twins).

The 2010 acquisition setup was a single camera positioned
only indoors as shown in Fig. 2(b). An initial image with a
neutral expression was taken then the subject was instructed
to stand up, turn around, and sit back down. A second photo
was then taken with a smiling expression. The 2010 collection
acquired 6,863 face stills from 240 subjects (120 pairs of
identical twins). There were 48 subjects (24 pairs of identical
twins) who participated in both the 2009 and 2010 acquisi-
tions.

From the complete dataset, only the subjects without glasses
in a front-facing pose were used in these experiments.

B. Algorithms

Seven algorithms will be compared. Three of the
algorithms are from the top submissions to the Multiple
Biometric Evaluation (MBE) 2010 Still Face Track [4]. The
other four are commercially available algorithms. In order to
stress the abilities of algorithms to distinguish between iden-
tical twins and to de-emphasize the methods of the individual
algorithms, the algorithms will be labeled ‘A’ through ‘G’.

All algorithms were run with their default settings.
Therefore, it is important to note that Algorithm C has a
built-in threshold value. If a match score would fall below
this threshold, the similarity score is automatically returned as
zero.

C. Reporting Performance

The primary goal of this paper is to determine the ability
of algorithms to differentiate between pairs of identical twins.
The metric used allows for an equal comparison between all
of the algorithms. A genuine match pair is two images of the
same person. For this paper, the genuine match pair consists
of two images of either Twin A and Twin A or Twin B
and Twin B. From the genuine match pairs the false reject
rate (FRR) and verification rate (VR) can be computed. The
false reject rate is the percentage of genuine match pairs that
are incorrectly regarded as being two different subjects at a
given threshold while the verification rate is the percentage of
genuine match pairs that are correctly identified as being of the
same subject for a given threshold. Unless stated otherwise,
the non-match pair consists of one image from each subject
in a pair of identical twins; one image is taken from Twin A
and the second image is taken from Twin B. From the non-
match pairs, the false accept rate (FAR) can be computed. The
false accept rate corresponds to the percentage of non-match
pairs that are incorrectly regarded as being the same person at
a given threshold. Since the non-match pairs are of identical
twins, our analysis measures the ability of an algorithm to
differentiate between a pair of identical twins.

The primary statistic for reporting the performance of an
algorithm will be the equal error rate (EER). The EER is the
point where the FRR and the FAR are equal. By plotting the
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Fig. 4. ROC Curve for Same Day Controlled-Controlled Illumination.

TABLE I

EER RESULTS FOR SAME DAY ILLUMINATION

VR against the FAR, a receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve can be drawn. For each experiment run, an ROC curve
will be plotted and the EER will be used to compare algorithms
under the corresponding conditions.

V. SAME DAY EXPERIMENTS

The first set of experiments looks to differentiate between
identical twins when images of subjects are taken on the same
day. Since the images were taken on the same day within
a short time interval, they simulate ideal conditions and can
provide an approximate upper bound on performance.

All images in these experiments are from the 2009 and
2010 collections while the match and non-match pairs are two
images from either 2009 or 2010. Performance was computed
from images of 438 subjects (219 pairs of identical twins).
Each experiment was run on the baseline algorithm as well
as the seven experimental algorithms. The four conditions
examined are the effects of illumination, expression, gender,
and age.

Fig. 5. ROC Curve for Same Day Smiling-Smiling Expression.

TABLE II

EER RESULTS FOR SAME DAY EXPRESSION

A. Baseline

In each experimental scenario, the baseline algorithm is run
under the same conditions as each algorithm under review.
However instead of using the non-match pairs as defined in
Section IV.C, the non-match pairs will consist of one image
of a subject from a pair of twins, Twin A, and one image
of a subject that is not Twin B. By omitting the non-match
pairs of Twin A and Twin B, the impostor population is
representative of the general impostor distribution. Match pairs
for the baseline are the same set of match pairs used for the
other algorithms in which Twin A is compared against Twin A.
The baseline algorithm used is Algorithm A.

B. Illumination

When examining the effects of illumination, there are two
possible conditions to test under, either controlled illumination
or uncontrolled illumination. An image taken in controlled
illumination was acquired from the tent setup during the
2009 and 2010 acquisitions. The images taken in uncontrolled,
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Fig. 6. ROC Curve for Same Day Female Gender.

TABLE III

EER RESULTS FOR SAME DAY GENDER

or ambient, illumination were acquired from the outdoor
setup during the 2009 acquisition. For a pair of images
forming the probe and gallery images, there are three possible
combinations of illumination: (i) Controlled-Controlled,
(ii) Controlled-Uncontrolled, and (iii) Uncontrolled-
Uncontrolled.

The EER results for each algorithm under each probe-
gallery combination are shown in Table I. The last row in
the table is the mean average and standard deviation of all
seven algorithms for each condition. The ROC curves for the
Studio-Studio illumination can be seen in Fig. 4. The baseline
algorithm has an EER of 0.2% for the Studio-Studio conditions
and 1.1% for Ambient-Ambient conditions. The experimental
algorithms all have significantly higher equal error rates than
the baseline but exhibit the same trend as the baseline.

With the exception of Algorithm G, every other algorithm
exhibits an increase in EER when more uncontrolled images
are involved. The best results are always achieved using a
probe and gallery image acquired in a controlled setting. Algo-
rithm B has the worst performance overall while the remaining

Fig. 7. ROC Curve for Same Day >40 Age.

TABLE IV

EER RESULTS FOR SAME DAY AGE

algorithms have an EER within 10% of each other. However,
the controlled-uncontrolled condition sees an increase in the
standard deviation of the algorithms’ performance and an
increase in the range of EER. Algorithm A had the best
performance for every condition among the algorithms.

C. Expression

Two different facial expressions were examined to under-
stand the effects of expression on facial recognition. Those
two expressions are a neutral (sometimes referred to as a blank
stare) expression and a smiling (or happiness) expression.
During the 2009 acquisition, subjects were asked to pose with
a neutral expression in the first picture and then with a smiling
expression in the second picture both in the controlled and
uncontrolled settings. The 2010 acquisition had subjects pose
with a neutral and smiling expression in the controlled setting.
For a pair of images, there are three possible combinations
of expression: (i) Neutral-Neutral, (ii) Neutral-Smiling, and
(iii) Smiling-Smiling.

The EER results for each algorithm under each probe-
gallery combination are shown in Table II. The ROC curves
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Fig. 8. EER results for Same Day.

for the Smiling-Smiling expression can be seen in Fig. 5. The
baseline performs best when the probe and gallery expressions
agree with the best performance occurring under a Neutral-
Neutral expression. Again, all of the algorithms see a signifi-
cant increase in EER compared to the baseline.

The experimental algorithms also exhibit the same behav-
ior as the baseline. The lowest EER is observed when the
expression of the probe images matches the expression of the
gallery image, whether it be neutral or smiling. Of the two
expressions, a smiling expression performs slightly better than
a neutral expression but not significantly better. Algorithm A
had the best performance for every condition among the
algorithms.

D. Gender

Results broken down by gender are shown in Table III.
The ROC curves for Females can be seen in Fig. 6. The
baseline algorithm has an EER of less than 0.1% for males and
slightly higher EER for females. While there is no significant
difference between males and females, five of the seven
experimental algorithms have a lower EER for twins that
are male. The results for all the experimental algorithms are
significantly higher than the baseline.

E. Age

The final covariate analyzed is the effect of age on perfor-
mance. Subjects range in age from 18 years old to 79 years
old. The age is broken into two categories: (i) over 40 years
old - born before 1969 and (ii) 40 years old and younger -
born in 1969 or later.

The EER results for each algorithm under each probe-
gallery combination are shown in Table IV. The ROC curves
for subjects over forty years of age can be seen in Fig. 7.
The baseline has a slightly lower EER for those subjects older
than 40 years of age. All of the algorithms have a significantly
higher EER than the baseline. There is no significant difference
between the two age groups. Four of the seven algorithms have

Fig. 9. ROC Curve for Cross-Year Controlled-Controlled Illumination.

TABLE V

EER RESULTS FOR CROSS-YEAR ILLUMINATION

a lower EER for the over forty age group while the remaining
three algorithms have a lower EER for those subjects 40 years
old or younger. Algorithm A has the best performance for both
age groups among the algorithms.

F. Results

For a pair of images of identical twins acquired on the
same day, every algorithm has a varying degree of difficulty
classifying the pair as match or nonmatch. The equal error rate
of the experimental algorithms is significantly higher than the
baseline algorithm under every covariate condition. It is easiest
to distinguish identical twins with controlled illumination.
Twins are easier to identify if both the probe image and
gallery image have the same expression. There is no significant
difference when comparing genders or age groups.

The baseline algorithm has the lowest EER when con-
sidering only male subjects (<0.1%) and the highest EER
when the images are acquired with uncontrolled illumination
(1.1%). This difference is a range of 1% in equal error rate
for any covariate value. However, when distinguishing between
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Fig. 10. ROC Curve for Cross-Year Neutral-Neutral Expression.

TABLE VI

EER RESULTS FOR CROSS-YEAR EXPRESSION

identical twins even the best performing algorithm exhibits a
range of 7%. Overall, the algorithms have an average range
of 12% between the best performer and worst performer. The
increase in range is evidence of the difficulty algorithms have
in distinguishing identical twins.

When considering a general population that is absent of
twins, the baseline algorithm has an equal error rate of 1.1%
or less. Once identical twins are introduced into the population,
the average algorithm has an equal error rate between 15-20%.
Even with a pair of images taken minutes or hours apart on
the same day, face recognition algorithms have varying degrees
of difficulty distinguishing between a pair of identical twins.
Algorithm A consistently had the best performance on the
twins dataset and Fig. 8 shows the equal error rates of the
baseline and Algorithm A for each covariate condition.

VI. CROSS-YEAR EXPERIMENTS

The next set of experiments aim to distinguish between
identical twins from images taken one year apart. The same
day experiments represented an ideal scenario of images

Fig. 11. ROC Curve for Cross-Year Male Gender.

TABLE VII

EER RESULTS FOR CROSS-YEAR GENDER

taken within a short time span, but the cross-year experi-
ments present a more realistic scenario where one image has
been stored in a database and the probe image was recently
acquired.

All images in these experiments are from the 2009 and
2010 collections where subjects participated in both years.
Performance was comported from images of 48 subjects
(24 pairs of identical twins). Each experiment was run on
the baseline algorithm as well as the seven experimental
algorithms. The four conditions examined are the effects of
illumination, expression, gender, and age.

A. Baseline

As with the Same Day Experiments, the baseline algorithm
for the Cross-Year Experiments will be run under the same
conditions as each algorithm. Again, the baseline is run using
only Twin A with Twin B omitted from the population to sim-
ulate a general impostor distribution. The baseline algorithm
used is Algorithm A.
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Fig. 12. ROC Curve for Cross-Year <40 Age.

TABLE VIII

EER RESULTS FOR CROSS-YEAR AGE

B. Illumination

During the 2009 acquisition, images were acquired in
the controlled tent and uncontrolled ambient environments.
The 2010 acquisition acquired images only in a controlled
tent environment. Therefore, there are only two combinations
of illumination for the cross-year experiments: (i) Controlled-
Controlled using images from 2009 and 2010 (ii) Controlled-
Uncontrolled where the uncontrolled images are from 2009
only.

The EER results for each algorithm under each probe-
gallery combination are shown in Table V. The ROC curves
for the Studio-Studio illumination can be seen in Fig. 9. The
baseline has a lower EER for the Studio-Studio condition
and compared to the same day illumination results the EER
is slightly. The EER for all of the experimental algorithms
are significantly higher than the baseline EER and also are
significantly higher than the corresponding same day EER for
each algorithm. Algorithm A has the best performance among
all the algorithms. Five of the seven algorithms have great

Fig. 13. EER results for Cross-Year.

trouble differentiating between identical twins and their EER
is at or near 50%.

For every condition, the EER of each algorithm is sig-
nificantly higher than the baseline and the corresponding
algorithm in the same day experiment. The experimental
algorithms exhibit the same trend as the baseline whereas
performance is best when the probe and gallery images have
the same expression. The best performance is achieved with
Algorithm A. There are four algorithms that have an EER at
or near 50% for every expression condition.

C. Expression

In both 2009 and 2010, images were acquired of subjects
with both a neutral expression and smiling expression. The
EER results for each algorithm under each probe-gallery
combination are shown in Table VI. The ROC curves for the
Neutral-Neutral condition are shown in Fig. 10. As with the
same day experiments, the baseline EER is lowest when both
the probe and gallery images have the same expression. The
EER for the neutral-neutral condition is slightly lower than
the smiling-smiling condition.

D. Gender

The EER results for each algorithm under each probe-
gallery combination are shown in Table VII. The ROC curves
for Males are shown in Fig. 11. The baseline algorithm found
males easier to distinguish than females and the EER increased
compared to the same day results. All of the algorithms had
a significantly higher EER than the baseline. Males had a
slightly lower EER for all but one algorithm but there is no
preference for one gender over the other. Algorithm A had the
lowest EER and five of the seven algorithms had an EER at
or near 50% for both genders.

E. Age

The EER results for each algorithm under each probe-
gallery combination are shown in Table VIII. The ROC curves
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Fig. 14. EER results for same day and cross-year experiments. Comparing the baseline and top performing algorithm.

for subjects forty years old or younger can be seen in Fig. 12.
The baseline algorithm has a slightly lower EER for subjects
older than forty and slightly higher compared to the same
day results. Every experimental algorithm has an EER that is
significantly higher than the baseline but only slightly higher
than the same day results. There is still no age group that is
favored over the other. Algorithm A has the best performance
for both age groups.

F. Results

For images acquired a year apart, every algorithm exhibited
a decrease in performance compared to the same day results.
The baseline algorithm had a slight increase in equal error
rate compared to the same day results. The equal error rates
for the experimental algorithms were significantly higher than
the baseline in every covariate condition. The cross-year
results of each algorithm are also significantly higher than
the same day results for every covariate except age. When
images are acquired one year apart, there is no value of
any covariate that proves to be easier to differentiate twins
under.

When considering a general population that is absent of
twins, the baseline algorithm has an equal error rate of 2.4%
or less. When the population consists of only identical twins,
the typical algorithm has an equal error rate between 25-40%.

As the elapsed time between image acquisition increases, face
recognition algorithms have greater difficulty distinguishing
between a pair of identical twins. Algorithm A consistently
had the best performance on the twins dataset and Fig. 13
shows the equal error rates of the baseline and Algorithm A
for each covariate condition.

The results of the baseline and top performing algorithm
for both the same day and cross-year experiments are shown
in Fig. 14. The equal error rates for Algorithm A are sig-
nificantly higher than the equal error rates for the baseline
in both the same day and cross-year experiments. The cross-
year results are also significantly higher than the same day
results for Algorithm A. For every condition of illumination,
expression, gender, age, and time between acquisitions, it is
more difficult to differentiate identical twins than a general
population without twins.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has shown using the Twins Days Dataset [14]
that differentiating between identical twins is a difficult prob-
lem. Facial recognition algorithms that are robust with a
general population generally do not perform nearly as well on
a population consisting of only identical twins. Experimental
results measured the performance when faces were collected
on the same day and one year apart. The results also examined
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the effects of changes in illumination and expression as well
as the effect of gender and age on performance.

Performance varied significantly. While the baseline’s equal
error rate ranged from <0.1% to 2.4%, the best performing
algorithm had an equal error rate from 4.1% to 17.4%. It is
easier to distinguish identical twins when images have been
acquired on the same day instead of one year apart. Studio
illumination resulted in the highest performance and there was
no preference of expression as long as the two images being
compared had the same expression. The gender and age of the
subjects do not affect the performance.

The results show that it is possible to distinguish iden-
tical twins under ideal conditions (same day acquisition,
studio-like illumination, consistent expression). However,
when conditions are less than ideal, it is very challenging to
distinguish identical twins. New research ideas are needed to
help improve performance on recognition of identical twins in
realistic imaging scenarios.

If face recognition algorithms strive to perform under
the most difficult conditions, then the algorithms should be
presented with the most difficult problems. Identical twins rep-
resent a very difficult recognition problem and the algoithms
studied performed significantly worse than the baseline. The
result from these experiments show that there is still room for
improvement in face recognition. One specific area that needs
additional attention is identical twins.
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